CORINNA TOWNSHIP

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT /
PLANNING COMMISSION

MEETING PACKET FOR
February 9, 2016

CORINNA TOWNSHIP
AGENDA
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT / PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
February 9, 2016
7:00 PM
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Additions or Deletions to the Agenda
4. Public Hearings
a. Under MN Statutes 15.99, the Township has a 120 day deadline from the date of this
application to make a final decision, unless the applicant extends that deadline in
writing. That 120 day deadline is on February 13, 2016. (Tabled from November 19
meeting) Variance to convert an existing 10' x 13' open deck to a 3-season porch
approx.85 feet from Mink Lake (min. 100 ft required), 4 feet from a side lot line (min.
15 ft required) and 10 ft from the top of a bluff (min. 30 ft required). Construct a 5'5"
x 8' walkway to connect the existing house and garage approx. 57 ft from the
centerline of a Township road (min. 65 ft required). Building coverage to increase
from approx. 17.06% to 17.65% (max. 15% allowed). Expansion of livable space in a
dwelling currently served by a holding tank (septic drainfield required).
i. Applicant: Brian and Carol Carlson
ii. Property address: 8207 GRIFFITH AVE NW, Maple Lake
iii. Sec/Twp/Range: 24-121-27
iv. Parcel number(s): 206017001160
b. Interim use for the continuation of existing gravel pit.
i. Applicants: Jason Kolles
ii. Property address: 10171 IRELAND AVE NW, Annandale
iii. Sec/Twp/Range: 10-121-27
iv. Parcel number(s): 206000103400
c. After-the-fact variance to allow for a 26' x 36' attached garage approximately 9 feet from a
side lot line (min. 15 feet required).
i. Applicant: Michael and Tara Staye
ii. Property address: 8813 GRIFFITH AVE NW, Maple Lake
iii. Sec/Twp/Range: 24-121-27
iv. Parcel number(s): 206058001100
5. Approve Previous Meeting Minutes
a. December 8, 2015
6. Zoning Administrator’s Report
a. Permits
b. Correspondence
c. Enforcement Actions

d. Findings of Fact – Previous PC/BOA Decisions
7. Other Business
a. Planning Commission/Board of Adjustment Training Session
b. Discussion – Stormwater Management
c. Discussion – After-the-Fact applications/fees
8. Adjournment
This agenda is not exclusive. Other business may be discussed as deemed necessary.
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Location Map for February 9, 2016 Public Hearing(s)

Public Hearing – Location Map

Kolles Interim
Use (Mining)

Corinna Town
Hall (9801
Ireland Ave)

Staye
Variance

Carlson
variance

The parcels identified on this map are subject to public hearing.
The public hearing will be held at Corinna Town Hall
at 7:00 pm.

STAFF REPORT
Application: Variance to convert an existing 10' x 13' open deck to a 3-season porch
approx.85 feet from Mink Lake (min. 100 ft required), 4 feet from a side lot line (min. 15
ft required) and 10 ft from the top of a bluff (min. 30 ft required). Construct a 5'5" x 8'
walkway to connect the existing house and garage approx. 57 ft from the centerline of a
Township road (min. 65 ft required). Building coverage to increase from approx.
17.0616.5-17.8% to 17.6518.5% (max. 15% allowed). Expansion of livable space in a
dwelling currently served by a holding tank (septic drainfield required).
Applicant:

Brian and Carol Carlson

Agenda Item: 4(b)
Background Information:



Proposal: This application was tabled at the November 2015 meeting to allow for a survey to
be completed of the lot and building/impervious coverage as well as a sewer design to see if a
drainfield was possible for the lot. A survey and sewer design for a drainfield have now been
submitted. The applicant has also modified the size of the proposed covered walkway
downward – from 5.5 x 8 to 5.5 x 5.
The applicants are proposing to convert an existing 10’ x 13’ open deck into a 3season porch that is within the required lake, side yard and bluff setbacks. The porch
would not be any closer to these features than the existing open deck.
They are also proposing to connect their existing house and garage with a new
covered walkway that would be within the required road setback (although the
existing garage would be much closer to the road).
As a result of the above additions, building coverage would increase slightly from
about 16.5% (17.8% if a 120 sq ft shed that was removed in 2012 is included) to 18.5%
(max. 15% allowed). The applicant indicates that, due to the removal of the 10’ x 12’
shed in 2012, there will be a net decrease of total impervious coverage by 76 sq ft
(from about 28.6% to 27.7%). If the 120 sq ft shed is not included in those figures, the
percentage would increase from 27.2% to 27.7%.
These additions would be to a dwelling that is currently served by a holding tank.
The ordinance does not allow for expansions to dwellings served by holding tanks
without a variance or the installation of a drainfield. The app;icant has now
provided a design that would allow for the installation of a Type IV drainfield and
the required tanks. As such, the variance related to expansion on a holding tank
would not longer be necessary if the drainfield is installed.
The applicants are also proposing to implement a native plant restoration plan for
the bluff between their house and the lake.



Location:
o Property address: 8207 GRIFFITH AVE NW
o Sec/Twp/Range: 24-121-27
o Parcel number(s): 206017001160
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Zoning: R1 - Urban/Rural Transition/S2 - Residential-Recreational Shorelands,
Mink Lake 86-229 (Recreational Development lake)



Lot size: Approx. 9,180 8,945 sq ft (0.21 acres) according to provided site plansurvey
(NOTE: A professional survey has not been completed to determine exact lot size. It
appears that, based on the original plat, the actual lot size would be closer to 10,00010,328 sq ft.)
Existing Impervious Coverage: (based on applicant’s calculations)


Buildings: About 1,476 sq ft (16.5%) or 17.8% if the 120 sq ft shed removed
in 2012 is included



Total: About 2,434 sq ft (27.2%) or 28.6% if the 120 sq ft shed removed in
2012 is included

Proposed Impervious Coverage: (based on applicant’s calculations)


Buildings: About 1,655 sq ft (18.5%)



Total: About 2,478 sq ft (27.7%)



Septic System Status: The property is served by an existing 1500 gallon holding tank
that was installed in 1993. A design for a drainfield and new tanks has now been
submitted.



Natural Features:



o

Floodplain: The existing and proposed structures are not within an
identified floodplain.

o

Bluff/Steep Slopes: The lot contains a bluff between the house and the
lake.

o

Wetlands: There do not appear to be any wetlands that would impact this
proposal.

Permit History:
o

1965 – apparent date the existing home was constructed on the lot (from
Assessor’s records)

o

1992 – variance for detached garage (16’ x 18’)

o

1992 – building permit for detached garage

o

1993 – holding tank

o

1995 – septic system inspection (found compliant)

o

2012 – septic system inspection (found compliant)

Applicable Statutes/Ordinances:
Minnesota Statutes
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462.357 (2011) OFFICIAL CONTROLS: ZONING ORDINANCE.
Subd. 6. Appeals and adjustments.
Appeals to the board of appeals and adjustments may be taken by any
affected person upon compliance with any reasonable conditions imposed by the
zoning ordinance. The board of appeals and adjustments has the following powers
with respect to the zoning ordinance:
(1) To hear and decide appeals where it is alleged that there is an error in any
order, requirement, decision, or determination made by an administrative officer
in the enforcement of the zoning ordinance.
(2) To hear requests for variances from the requirements of the zoning
ordinance including restrictions placed on nonconformities. Variances shall only
be permitted when they are in harmony with the general purposes and intent of
the ordinance and when the variances are consistent with the comprehensive plan.
Variances may be granted when the applicant for the variance establishes that
there are practical difficulties in complying with the zoning ordinance. "Practical
difficulties," as used in connection with the granting of a variance, means that the
property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner not
permitted by the zoning ordinance; the plight of the landowner is due to
circumstances unique to the property not created by the landowner; and the
variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality. Economic
considerations alone do not constitute practical difficulties. Practical difficulties
include, but are not limited to, inadequate access to direct sunlight for solar
energy systems. Variances shall be granted for earth sheltered construction as
defined in section 216C.06, subdivision 14, when in harmony with the ordinance.
The board of appeals and adjustments or the governing body as the case may be,
may not permit as a variance any use that is not allowed under the zoning
ordinance for property in the zone where the affected person's land is located. The
board or governing body as the case may be, may permit as a variance the
temporary use of a one family dwelling as a two family dwelling. The board or
governing body as the case may be may impose conditions in the granting of
variances. A condition must be directly related to and must bear a rough
proportionality to the impact created by the variance.
Corinna Township/Wright County Regulations
502. APPEALS AND BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
502.4

Findings
(1)

The Board of Adjustment must review variance petitions and consider the
following factors prior to finding that a practical difficulty has been
presented. The applicant must provide a statement of evidence
addressing the following elements to the extent they are relevant to the
applicant’s situation.
(a)
(b)
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The granting of the variance will be in harmony with the County
Land Use Plan.
The property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable
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(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

manner not permitted by an official control.
The plight of the owner is due to circumstances unique to the
property not created by the owner.
The proposal does not alter the essential character of the locality.
The practical difficulty cannot be alleviated by a method other
than a variance; and.
The granting of the variance will not adversely affect the
environmental quality of the area.

The Board of Adjustment may grant a variance if it finds that all of the above factors
have been established. The Board of Adjustment must not approve a variance request
unless the applicant proves all of the above factors and established that there are
practical difficulties in complying with official controls. The burden of proof of these
matters rests completely on the applicant.
605.

URBAN/RURAL TRANSITIONAL R-1

605.5

Performance Standards
(3)

Side Yard Regulations:
There shall be a minimum side yard of fifteen (15) feet for principal uses
(including attached decks or garages) and ten (10) feet for accessory uses
unless the building is housing livestock, then the setback is 100 feet for
livestock buildings.

612.

Shoreland Zoning Regulations

612.5 Shoreland Performance Standards
612.5 (1) General Performance Standard for Lakes
Performance standards in shoreland areas are additional to standards of the primary
zoning district. In case of a conflict, the stricter standard shall apply as well as any
additional requirements if flood plain elevations have been established.
(b)

Recreational Development Standards:

Structure setback from OHWL
100 ft.
Structure setback from Bluff
30 ft.
Structure setback from unplatted cemetery
50 ft.
Lot Size
As per underlying zoning district
Lot Width
As per underlying zoning district
Height
2 1/2 stories (35 ft.)
Elevation of lowest floor
above highest known water level (livable structures only)
4 ft.
Water Oriented Accessory
Structure Setback from OHWL
10 ft.
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716.

SEWAGE AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL STANDARDS

716.2

General Provisions
(12)

Holding Tanks
(a)

Holding tanks shall not be used as a sanitary system for a new
residential dwelling. For conforming lots and structures, a
holding tank may be used for expansions, alterations, additions,
and improvements to existing dwellings so long as it does not
exceed fifty (50) percent of the value of the existing structure as
indicated in the records of the County Assessor, or fifty (50)
percent of the footprint, whichever is more restrictive. Holding
tanks may also be used for the exact replacement of an existing
dwelling where no expansion in livable space occurs.

(b)

Holding tanks shall only be used as a corrective action for sewage
disposal for pre-existing uses where a full treatment system
cannot be installed.

(c)

Undeveloped lots of record on which a holding tank is the only
practical means of sewage disposal are unsuitable for residential
use.

(d)

Holding tanks shall not be installed on undeveloped lots of
record for recreational uses unless the lot has been found to be
suitable for a dwelling and can support a full septic system.

(e)

Holding tanks must have an alarm device for the prevention of
overflow.

(f)

An owner must have a current pumping contract signed by the
owner and a licensed maintenance business. Records shall be
kept to validate required pumping.

(g)

A septic tank that is converted to a holding tank must be pumped
and certified.

716.3 Site Evaluation and Design Requirements
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Findings of Fact: The following findings of fact are presented by Staff for consideration
by the Board of Adjustment:
1. Will the granting of the variance be in harmony with the general purposes and
intent of the Corinna Township Land Use (Zoning) and/or Subdivision
Ordinance?
Yes (lake setback): The spirit and intent of the ordinance (lake setback),
according to the DNRs SONAR statement in 1989, is:
“In general, structure setbacks are needed to provide an adequate
distance between the development of a shoreland area and the adjacent
waterbody or near blufftops to control the resource damaging effects of
non-point source pollution. Soil erosion and subsequent sedimentation
Corinna Township
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in water bodies and the loading of nutrients, toxics and other pollutants
to the water body from shoreland area surface water runoff are
examples of non-point source pollution.”
The proposed setback for the house would be reasonably consistent with the
intent of the ordinance in that there is already an existing nonconforming home
no closer to the lake than the proposed three-season porch and the 3-season
porch would replace an existing open deck. As such, it would not represent
significant additional pollution potential than what already exists and is allowed
to remain indefinitely. Further, the size of the lot does not allow for a reasonable
sized house that would meet both lake and road setback requirements (there
would only be about 15 feet of buildable area for a house).
Needs discussion (bluff setback). The spirit and intent of the ordinance (bluff
setback), according to the DNRs SONAR statement in 1989, is:
“The setbacks from bluff tops for structures in all shoreland classes is
needed and reasonable to protect bluff tops from adverse environmental
impacts of development and construction activities. These impacts can be
measured in both physical and aesthetic terms. Physically, development
encroachment on bluff tops can lead to accelerated soil erosion and in
some cases, slope failure. Aesthetically, development encroachment on
bluff tops can compromise or eliminate the natural appearance of this
topographical feature in shoreland areas. The 30 foot structure setback
from the bluff top provides a minimum distance between the bluff top
and the planned or proposed foundations, walls or eaves of a structure
for the maneuvering of building materials during construction.
Consequently, the preservation of soils can reduce or avoid erosion
problems, and preservation and maintenance of vegetation can protect
soils, screen development and maintain the natural appearance of bluff
areas…It is noted for clarity that the bluff impact zone is established for
preservation and management of shoreland vegetation and soils, and all
structural development is excluded from this zone, except for stairways,
lifts and landings.”
The proposed addition will not encroach any closer to the bluff than the existing
open deck. However, it will add some amount of weight to the bluff impact zone
and will create more “bulk” as viewed from the lake within the bluff impact
zone.
Needs discussion (side yard setback). The spirit and intent of the ordinance
(side yard setback) is to require some space between buildings and other
improvements and the adjacent lot and to maintain space between structures. Its’
intent is also to maintain consistency from one property to the next in this
setback.
The proposed addition would arguably meet the intent of the ordinance in that it
will not extend the dwelling any closer to the side lot line than what already
exists with the open deck and with other portions of the dwelling. However, it
Corinna Township
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will represent an expansion of the enclosed dwelling space into the side yard
where the existing encroachment is only an open deck.
Yes (road setback). The spirit and intent of the ordinance (road setback) for
buildings is to help ensure adequate space for road maintenance activities (i.e.
snowplowing, road grading, ditch spraying, etc…), to prevent damage to
property and promote public safety should a vehicle drive off the road and to
allow adequate space for parking of vehicles on driveways without endangering
public safety.
In this case, the proposed walkway addition will be within the road setback, but
will be entirely behind an existing garage that was already allowed by variance
in 1992. As such, it will have no additional impact on road maintenance or public
safety from what already exists.
Needs discussion (building coverage limit). The spirit and intent of the
ordinance (building coverage limit) is to create uniformity in the percentage of a
lot that is covered by buildings/roofed structures on a lot and to help ensure
that, when added to necessary other impervious surfaces that typically come
with development, the overall 25% maximum impervious coverage is not
exceeded.
The proposed additions would increase building coverage higher than what is
already an amount exceeding the maximum allowed of 15%. Total impervious
coverage would also continue to exceed the maximum 25% allowed.
2. Will the granting of the variance be consistent with the Corinna Township
Comprehensive Plan?
Needs discussion: The Comprehensive Plan states the following as strategies to
“protect, preserve, and enhance lake water quality”:
o

Require on-site storm water retention and erosion-control plans for all
new lakeshore development and redevelopment of existing sites, to
ensure that storm water runoff is properly managed and treated before
entering surface waters.


o

Comment: If the additions are allowed, particularly the screen
porch on the north side of the proposed dwelling, a stormwater
plan to ensure protection of the lake and to manage stormwater
in general is essential. The applicants have submitted an
extensive revegetation and stabilization plan for the bluff
between the house and the lake. They have also proposed adding
rain barrels to downspouts.

Seek ways to ensure that new development, landscaping, or other
alterations on lakeshore properties preserve and/or provide for the
planting of native trees and shoreline vegetation.
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Comment: The application would not appear to require the
removal of any trees.
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o

Require the use of best management practices as outlined by the
Minnesota DNR, University of Minnesota Extension, or other appropriate
agencies during the development and re-development of all property in
the Township to prevent erosion and sedimentation that eventually
reaches area lakes and wetlands through ditches, direct runoff, or other
means.


o

Comment: See comments above.

Limit the amount of grading and filling in the shoreland area so as to
minimize the disturbance of soil and prevent erosion.


Comment: It does not appear that any significant grading will be
necessary to construct the proposed additions. The revegetation
plan should involve only minimal grading.

3. Is the proposed use of the property reasonable?
Needs discussion (all requested variances). The desire to have an enclosed
connection between a garage and a dwelling is reasonable given the weather
conditions experienced in Minnesota, as is an enclosed porch. However, these
additions become less reasonable in that they would increase building coverage
even more above what is already a nonconformity and also because it results in
more building and weight (from the proposed 3-season porch) within a bluff
impact zone. The ability to add a drainfield does improve the situation that exists
now, which is just a holding tank.
4. Is the plight of the landowner due to circumstances unique to the property not
created by the landowner?
Yes. The need for the variances is due largely to the location of the existing house
(built in 1965), the small size of the lot and the natural topographic features on
the lot (i.e. the bluff).
5. Will the variance, if granted, alter the essential character of the locality?
No. The general character of the locality is residential in nature, with mostly
small homes/cabins. There appears to be a mix of seasonal and year-round use.
The proposed additions would not be significant changes to the character of the
applicant’s lot or the neighborhood as a whole as it will not significantly increase
the size or height of the building or its use.
6. Are economic considerations the only reason the applicant cannot meet the strict
requirements of the ordinance?
No. The need for the variance is due to other factors mentioned in #4 above.
7. Could the practical difficulty be alleviated by a feasible method other than a
variance (taking into account economic considerations)?
Needs discussion: Given the small size of the lot, it does not appear possible to
make additions to the house without some kind of variances.
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8. Will the granting of the variance adversely affect the environmental quality of the
area?
Needs discussion. The proposal would place more building coverage in close
proximity to the lake and options for treating stormwater before entering the
lake appear limited due to the short distance to the bluff. The applicants have
submitted a plan, however, to implement an extensitve revegetation plan on the
bluff that should improve the environmental quality of the area by reducing
erosion and allowing for greater opportunities for pollutants to be filtered out
before entering the lake.
Board of Adjustment Direction: The Board of Adjustment may approve the variance
request, deny the request(s), or table the request(s) if the Board should need additional
information from the applicant. If the Board should approve or deny the request, the
Board should state the findings which support either of these actions.
Staff Comments:
1. The garage that was permitted by variance in 1992 by Wright County was to
have been 16’ x 18’ (288 sq ft). The actual garage as it exists today is
approximately 16’ x 22’ (352 sq ft or 64 sq ft more than approved). When the
variance was approved, the County had noted that it was approving partly
because it would remain under 15% building coverage.
2. The 1992 variance was for the detached garage to be 40 feet from the center of the
road. It appears that it is approximately 35 feet from the center of the road. This
may be a function of both the 4 ft of additional length to the garage than had
been permitted by the variance and possibly a shifting of the road over time.
3. The current garage is partially in the right of way.
4. The 1992 variance showed a “portable shed” on the site plan, but did not
included it in calculations of building coverage. Presumably, this shed was
proposed to be removed as part of the variance, although it is not clear from the
documentation. The applicants indicate there was a 10’ x 12’ shed on the
property when they purchased the property in 2012 that was removed at that
time.
5. If the detached garage had been built to the size approved in the 1992 variance
and the portable shed removed at that time, building coverage would appear to
be about 15.7% . This also assumes that the detached garage is entirely on the
property, which in actuality it appears that approximately 100 sq ft is within the
right of way. Subtracting that 100 sq ft would appear to bring building coverage
to 14.6%.
6. All of the above calculations are now based on an actual survey of the property.
Staff Recommendation: Based on the findings of fact noted above, Staff recommends
approval of variances related to the lake and bluff setbacks, the side yard setback and
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the road setback. However, given that building coverage already exceeds 15% and
would increase as a result of the request, Staff has a difficult time recommending
approval of that variance (which essentially means that all variances would need to be
denied if the Board were to deny that application).
The Board may also wish to discuss whether the existing garage being larger than what
was permitted should be treated as a violation of the ordinance that requires its own
variance or removal of the additional garage space beyond what had been approved.
If the application or some version of the application is, Staff would recommend
consideration for the following conditions of approval (or tabling of the application to
allow for review of revised plans consistent with the following):
1. Erosion and sedimentation control measures must be installed and maintained
until the construction areas have been stabilized. These shall include at a
minimum silt fences between any areas of disturbance (if there will be any) and
the lake as well as to any neighboring properties which are downslope of the
disturbed areas. Erosion control logs, or equally effective methods as
recommended by the SWCD, shall also be installed in the bluff area. Once
disturbed areas are no longer being used for construction or replanting purposes,
these shall be covered with mulch, erosion control blankets, hydroseed or other
forms of temporary cover until vegetation is re-established.
2. The applicant shall implement the proposed stormwater management plan as
presented, including the revegetation plan as well as the installation of a
minimum 50-gallon rainwater barrel to be located at each downspout on the
house and garage, or at least two rain barrels – whichever results in more barrels.
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STAFF REPORT
Application: Interim Use Permit for the operation of a temporary mining pit involving
crushing and screening of gravel.
Applicant: Jason and Geri Ann Kolles
Agenda Item: 4(b)
Background Information:
Location:
o Property address: 10171 Ireland Ave NW
o Sec/Twp/Range: 10-121-27
o Parcel number(s): 206000103400
Zoning: General Agriculture (AG)
Lot size: 83 acres, approximately
Septic System Status:
Natural Features:
Floodplain: The property is within an identified floodplain.
Bluff/Steep Slopes: The property does not contain any natural bluffs or steep
slopes, but obviously has created steep walls as a result of the mining activity.
Wetlands: A letter from the Wright Co SWCD dated 11/18/2010 indicates that
“There are no wetlands located within the proposed mining activity. A wetland
is located across Ireland Avenue East of the proposed mining. Inspection proved
the hydrology and function of this surface water should not be impacted from
further mining activity.”
Permit History:
o

June 2009: Conditional use permit for gravel and sand mining. Expired
December 2009.

o

November 2009: Grain bin

o

May 2010: Conditional use permit to continue operation of gravel and
sand mining pit involving crushing and screening of gravel. Limited to
use for 2010 Township road projects.

o

June 2010: Interim use permit to continue operation of gravel and sand
mining pit involving crushing and screening of gravel. Expired December
2010.

o

December 2010: Interim use permit to continue operation of gravel and
sand mining pit involving crushing and screening of gravel. Expired
December 2011.
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o

December 2011: Interim use permit to continue operation of gravel and
sand mining pit involving crushing and screening of gravel. Expired
December 2012.

o

January 2013: Interim use permit to continue operation of gravel and sand
mining pit involving crushing and screening of gravel. Expired December
2013.

o

January 2014: Interim use permit to continue operation of gravel and sand
mining pit involving crushing and screening of gravel. Expired December
2014.

o

March 2015: Interim use permit to continue operation of gravel and sand
mining pit involving crushing and screening of gravel. Expired December
2015.

Proposal: The applicant was last approved in March 2015 to continue operating a
gravel pit through December 2015. The pit was originally opened in 2009. The
applicant is seeking to keep their pit open on an ongoing basis via annual renewal of
their interim use mining permit.
If approved, the interim use permit would allow the applicant to continue extracting
sand and gravel and engage in some limited crushing and washing of the material.
The interim use permit would expire on December 31, 2016 and either need to be
renewed or the pit would need to be closed.
Applicable Statutes/Ordinances:
Corinna Township Land Use Ordinance
507. INTERIM USE PERMIT
507.1 Purpose
(1) The purpose of an interim use permit is to allow a temporary use that is not
otherwise prohibited, but is acceptable for a limited period of time subject to
conditions set forth in this section. An interim use is granted to a particular
individual or other applicant and does not accrue to the subject property.
(2) An interim use is intended to allow a use that is presently acceptable but that,
with anticipated development, will not be acceptable in the future, or will be
replaced in the future by a permitted or conditional use allowed within the
respective zoning district. Buildings and other improvements allowed by interim
use shall be of a size and nature such that they can be easily removed from the
property or will conform to zoning regulations for permitted or conditional uses
should the interim use permit expire.
507.2 Criteria for Granting Interim Use Permits
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In granting an interim use permit, the Township Board shall consider the advice and
recommendations of the Planning Commission and the effect of the proposed use
upon the health, safety and general welfare of occupants or surrounding lands. The
criteria used for reviewing conditional use permit shall also be used when
considering interim use permits, along with the following additional considerations:
(1) The use will conform to the applicable zoning regulations, including any
dimensional restrictions the regulations may impose on buildings or uses; and
(2) The use will terminate upon a date or event that can be identified with certainty
and/or clarity; and
(3) The use will not impose additional costs on the public if it is necessary for the
public to take the property in the future; and
(4) The use will be subjected to, by agreement with the property owner, any
conditions that the Town Board deems appropriate in allowing the proposed
interim use, including a condition that the owner will provide an appropriate
surety to cover costs that would be necessary to eliminate the interim use from
the property, including removal of buildings, equipment, restoration of the
landscape to a suitable condition or other appropriate and necessary costs.
507.4 Termination of an Interim Use Permit
An interim use permit shall terminate upon the occurrence of any of the following
events, whichever comes first:
(1) Five (5) years from the initial approval of an interim use, unless a shorter time
period is specified in the initial approval. After the initial approval period and if
a renewal is approved by the Township, the interim use permit shall terminate
upon the date or event stated in the permit approval; or
(2) When the use has been discontinued for one year or more; or
(3) When there is a change in ownership of the property of any kind, unless the
Town Board approves such change in ownership as not substantially changing
who is operating and/or managing the use and property. Such requests must be
presented to the Planning Commission for a recommendation to the Town
Board, but need not require a public hearing; or
(4) Within 24 months of the date of an amendment to the Zoning Ordinance that no
longer allows the use as an interim or permitted use.
507.5 Renewal or Amendment of Interim Use Permit
(1) Renewal: An application to extend an interim use permit may be renewed within
24 months prior to the date or event upon which it is to expire. The application
shall be processed and administered as if it were a new application. Should such
application to renew be denied, the applicant shall be allowed to continue the
use until the expiration of the interim use permit provided all conditions of the
original approval are being met. If the application to renew is approved, the
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Township shall specifiy a new date or event on which the renewed permit will
expire. There shall not be a limit on the number of times an interim use permit
may be extended. Application fees for renewal of an interim use permit shall be
as established in the Township fee schedule.
(2) Amendment: Any change in an approved interim use permit involving more
than minor structural alterations, enlargement, intensification of use, or similar
changes not specifically permitted by an interim use permit, as determined by
the Zoning Administrator, shall require an amended interim use permit to be
reviewed as if it were a new interim use permit.
507.6 Procedure
(1) An application for an interim use permit shall follow the same procedures
applicable to a conditional use permit, as outlined in this Ordinance.
(2) The township hereby reserves the right, upon approval of an interim use, to
inspect the premises in which an interim use is being conducted to ensure
compliance with the provisions of this section or any additional conditions
imposed.
604. GENERAL AGRICULTURE AG
604.1 Purpose
General Agricultural areas are established for the purpose of preserving,
promoting, maintaining and enhancing the use of land for commercial
agricultural purposes, to prevent scattered and leap-frog non-farm
growth, to protect and preserve natural resource areas and to stabilize
increases in public expenditures for such public services as roads and
road maintenance, police and fire protection, and schools.
604.405 Interim Uses
Mining, Sand and Gravel Extraction
727. MINING AND EXTRACTION
Purpose: Corinna Township recognizes that the mining and extraction of gravel,
sand and other subsurface resources is necessary for their use by Township
landowners and for public road and other projects. Given that close proximity to
such resources helps lower the cost of obtaining them, the Township finds that it
needs to both protect resources and provide opportunities for their removal,
processing and use. At the same time, mining and extraction and its associated
activities can create nuisances for neighboring property owners, congestion on
and/or damage to local roads, public safety hazards and/or visual nuisances if
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they are not properly operated or reclaimed in a timely manner. The purpose of
this section is to find a reasonable balance between the need to make use of
gravel, sand and other subsurface resources within the Township while
protecting property values and the quality of life for nearby property owners.
Administration: In all districts where permitted, Mining and Extraction shall be
permitted only as an Interim Use. Such permit shall include as a condition: site
plan, a completion plan, and a haul route plan with provision for road
restoration as provide below. An approved extractive use Interim Use Permit
shall be used solely for the operations detailed in the permit.
Length of Permit and Extended Operations: Interim Use Permits for mining and
extraction operations shall run for no longer than one (1) year and shall expire on
December 31st of each calendar year, regardless of when they were issued.
Permits may be renewed and applicants wishing to continue operations may
apply for a new interim use permit within 90 days of the date their current
interim use permit expires. There shall be no limit to the number of times an
applicant may apply for an interim use permit. Applications for renewal shall
follow the same procedure as a new Interim Use Permit application.
Stockpiling of Excavated Material: Excavated materials may be stockpiled on the
site for no longer than twenty-four (24) months following the expiration of an
interim use permit.
All excavation and extraction shall conform to the following:
A. Minimum lot size. The minimum lot size required for an extractive use is
20 acres, unless the proposed extraction is contiguous to an active mining
site operated by the same producer.
B. Distance from property lines. No quarrying operation shall be carried on
or any stock pile placed closer than 50 feet from any property line, unless
a greater distance is specified by the Interim Use Permit where such is
deemed necessary for the protection of adjacent property. This distance
requirement may be reduced to 25 feet only with written consent of the
owners of the affected adjacent non-residence property. Proof of said
agreement shall be submitted as a part of the application and maintained
in Township files for all approved Interim Use Permits for extractive uses.
Without such agreement, the buffer area may be used only under the
following circumstances:
1. The buffer area may contain the haul road if the Township
determines that, for safety purposes, the access to the use is
best served in that area.
2. The haul road may be located in the buffer area to avoid
wetlands or other sensitive environmental resources.
3. If authorized in an approved reclamation plan, one half of the
buffer area may be used for the storage of topsoil and for final
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sloping. All topsoil storage areas shall be seeded to prevent
erosion and dust. Berms, including those consisting of topsoil
to be used for reclamation, may be placed in the buffer area,
but they shall be seeded and mulched in a manner that
prevents dust from blowing onto adjacent properties.
C. Distance from public right-of-way. In the event that the site of mining or
quarrying operation is adjacent to the right-of-way of any public street or
road, no part of such operation shall take place closer than 50 feet to the
nearest line of such right-of-way.
D. Fencing. At the discretion of the Planning Commission, fencing may be
required to be erected and maintained around the entire site, or excavated
portions thereof, and shall be of a type specified in the Interim Use
Permit.
E. Equipment. All equipment and machinery shall be operated and
maintained in such a manner as to minimize dust, noise, and vibration.
Power drives or power producing machinery, not including vehicles,
shall not be housed or operated less than 500 feet from a residential use
district.
F. Processing. Crushing, concrete mixing, washing, refining, and other
similar processing must be authorized by the Interim Use Permit as an
accessory use, provided, however, that such accessory processing does
not conflict with the use regulations of the district in which the operation
is located. Processing shall not be permitted in any residential district. All
processing equipment shall be located at least 500 feet from any
residence, 200 feet from the OHW of any lake or stream, and outside of
any wellhead protection area. The Township may not approve such
accessory uses if they are found to be incompatible with the
neighborhood, in conflict with the Township’s Comprehensive Plan, or
do not meet the review criteria for the interim use permit.
G. Depth to groundwater separation. The applicant must indicate the
estimated or actual depth to groundwater table based on site-specific
evaluations, the Wright County Soil Survey, the Minnesota Geologic
Atlas or other appropriate documentation. When such estimates indicate
that excavation will be taking place within five (5) feet of such
groundwater, the applicant shall provide a description of the steps it will
take to protect such groundwater supplies from pollution during mining
and extraction activities.
H. Water quality. The extractive use operation shall not adversely impact the
quality of quantity of surface or groundwater resources. Surface water
originating outside and passing through the extraction site shall be of
equal quality, at its point of departure from the site, to the water at the
point where it enters the extraction site. The applicant shall perform the
water treatment necessary to comply with this provision.
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I.

Waste materials and debris. No waste materials shall be disposed of on
site unless authorized by the Township. Stumps, brush, and other natural
debris shall be removed or disposed of in accordance with local rules and
regulations. Sanitary facilities acceptable to the Township shall be
provided for workers during the operation of the extractive use.

J.

Concurrent permits. All required permits applying to the proposed
extractive use, which may include an NPDES permit for stormwater
management, shall be obtained and copies submitted to the Township
prior to the commencement of any extractive use or related activities.

K. Shoreland areas.
a. Setbacks for Processing Machinery. Processing machinery must be
located consistent with setback standards for structures from ordinary
high water levels of public waters and from bluffs.
b. Mining of Metallic Minerals and Peat. Mining of metallic minerals
and peat, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, sections 93.44 to 93.51,
shall be a permitted use provided the provisions of Minnesota
Statutes, sections 93.44 to 93.51, are satisfied.
Extractive Use Standards.
Specific evaluation criteria. In addition to the criteria used in evaluating Interim
Use Permits, the following specific criteria shall be used in evaluating an
application for an extractive use:
A. The ability of proposed haul routes to handle the additional traffic
generated by the extractive use.
B. Air quality, dust, and noise control measures and the ability to limit
impact upon adjacent residential properties according to MPCA
standards.
C. The extent that the proposed extractive use, or its accessory uses, impact
the groundwater.
D. The ability of the applicant to control erosion and sedimentation that may
result from the proposed use.
E. The impact on the natural resources contained in the watershed in which
the proposed extractive use is located and the ability of the applicant to
avoid or mitigate any impacts.
Rehabilitation.
A mining and extraction site restoration plan must be developed, approved, and
followed when the site, or portions of the site, are no longer in active use. The
plan must clearly explain how the site will be rehabilitated after mining and
extractive activities end.
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All mining and extraction areas shall be rehabilitated by June 1st of the year
following the expiration of the interim use permit. To guarantee the restoration,
rehabilitation, and reclamation of mined-out areas, every applicant granted an
extraction/mining permit as herein provided shall furnish a performance bond
running to the Township or a cash escrow in an amount to be determined by the
Township based on estimated costs of reclamation. The minimum amount of
such bond shall be $1,500 per disturbed acre with a minimum of $5,000. The
bond or escrow shall run for at least 36 months past the expiration or termination
of an interim use permit, and shall serve as a guarantee that such applicant, in
restoring, reclaiming, and rehabilitating such land and haul road, shall, within a
reasonable time and to the satisfaction of the Township, meet the following
minimum requirements:
A. Removal of structures and equipment. Unless otherwise specified within
an approved and current interim use permit, buildings, structures,
machinery and plants shall be removed from the site within three (3)
months of the date they are no longer in active use or from the date an
interim use permit expires, is terminated or is abandoned. Removal shall
be by, and at the expense of, the mining operator last operating such
facilities. Equipment actively in use to remove stockpiled materials may
be allowed to remain until the stockpile is exhausted or the site is
reopened under a new interim use permit. Equipment shall be considered
in active use provided they are used at least once in any thirty-day period
of time. Equipment not in active use shall be removed from the site.
B. Surface rehabilitation. All excavation areas shall be graded or backfilled
to contour and shape the peaks and depressions thereof, so as to produce
a gently drained surface that will minimize erosion due to rainfall and
which will be in substantial conformity to the adjoining land area.
Reclaimed areas shall be sodded or surfaced with a soil of a quality at
least equal to the topsoil of the land areas immediately surrounding, and
to a depth of at least three (3) inches. Haul roads shall be restored to their
condition prior to the beginning of the extraction operation.
C. Vegetation. Vegetation shall be restored by appropriate seeds of grasses
and planting of shrubs or trees in all parts of said mining area where such
area is not submerged under water as herein provided.
D. Banks of excavation not backfilled. The banks of all excavation not
backfilled shall be sloped not steeper than a 23 percent grade and said
bank shall require the establishment of vegetation.
E. Reclamation of extractive use sites and designated haul roads shall be
completed by June 1st of the year following the expiration of the interim
use permit. Stockpile areas shall be reclaimed within thirty (30) months of
the expiration of the interim use permit, or within six (6) months of the
date the stockpile is exhausted if weather conditions allow, whichever
comes first.
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Site Development and Restoration Plan. A mining and extraction site
development and restoration plan must be developed, approved, and followed
over the course of operation of the site. The plan must address dust, noise,
possible pollutant discharges, hours and duration of operation, and anticipated
vegetation and topographic alterations. It must also identify actions to be taken
during operation to mitigate adverse environmental impacts, particularly
erosion, and must clearly explain how the site will be rehabilitated after
extractive activities end.
Application, contents, procedure. An application for such operation shall
provide the following information in addition to that required by the Interim Use
Permit process:
A. Name of the person or corporation conducting the actual removal
operation.
B. Name of any specific project for which the excavation is related. If not for
a specific project(s), expected use of excavated material and whether such
use would be expected to generate significant hauling volume.
C. Size of the area from which the removal is to be made and the volume of
material to be removed.
D. Type of resources or materials to be removed.
E. Proposed method of removal and whether blasting or other use of
explosives will be required.
F. Description of equipment to be used, including any proposed accessory
uses such as hot mix plants or crushing operations.
G. Method of rehabilitation and reclamation of the pit area, including
timeframe for rehabilitation.
H. Identification of haul roads and amount of truck activity at highest and
average levels on those routes, ADT (average daily total) counts.
I.

Hours of operation, no earlier than 7:00 AM and no later than 7:00 PM.

J.

Expected life of operation.

K. Types of barriers to be used, if necessary, to ensure the safety of people
and livestock residing within proximity to the proposed area of
excavation.
L. Proposed methods of avoidance or mitigation of the impacts on natural
resources caused by the proposed use.
M. Detailed plans indicating anticipated vegetative and topographic
alterations.
N. Other information as may be required by the Zoning Administrator.
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Staff Findings: The following findings of fact are presented by Staff for consideration by
the Planning Commission:
1) Are the proposed haul routes able to handle the additional traffic generated by the
extractive use?
a) Yes. The immediate haul route is north or south on Ireland Avenue. The
applicant had constructed a bituminous entrance to the gravel pit in 2010 in
order to help protect Ireland Avenue during hauling. Ireland Avenue itself is a
bituminous road with an adequate base for carrying heavy loads.
2) Are the air quality, dust, and noise control measures able to limit impact upon
adjacent residential properties according to MPCA standards?
a) Yes. While the proposed activities will create some noise, dust and appearance
issues, the impact is temporary and does not occur constantly. Hours of
operation are required to be limited to normal daytime hours (not beyond
7:00pm or before 7:00am).
3) Will the proposed extractive use, or its accessory uses, adequately prevent
negative impacts to the groundwater?
a) Yes. The Wright County Soil Survey does not indicate a high groundwater level
that would be in the borrow pit area. Written comments from the SWCD
(12/19/2012) indicate that three nearby wells indicate an approximate
groundwater level of 984 feet. The depth of the excavation area is estimated at
10-30 feet (the excavation depth increases as it moves back from Ireland Avenue
due to the natural topography).
The SWCD also notes that there are no wetlands within the proposed mining
area (see December 19, 2012 letter).
4) Will the applicant be able to control erosion and sedimentation that may result
from the proposed use?
a) Yes. The applicant had previously stated (in the July 2009 application) that they
will be stripping the topsoil, stockpiling, replacing it when excavation is
complete, and seeding the area. The excavation area is buffered from the Ireland
Avenue road ditch (which is the direction of water flow) by grassed area.
Additionally, the applicant is required to obtain an NPDES permit from the
MPCA, which addresses erosion and sedimentation issues. Staff is verifying that
the NPDES permit is current.
The applicant has indicated that the great majority of rainwater falling on the pit
would remain within the pit.
5) Will the applicant be able to avoid or mitigate any impacts on the natural
resources contained in the watershed in which the proposed extractive use is
located?
a) Yes. The main concern with natural resource impacts would be from soil erosion
and sedimentation. See #4 above. The 12/19/12 letter indicates there are no
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expected impacts on the wetland located across Ireland Avenue from the mining
pit.
6) Will the Conditional use be injurious to the use and enjoyment of other property
in the immediate vicinity for the purposes already permitted, or substantially
diminish and impair property values within the immediate vicinity?
a) No. While the proposed activities will create some noise, dust and appearance
issues, the limitations on hours of operation, the requirement to reclaim the site,
and other performance standards should adequately minimize the impact.
7) Will the establishment of the Conditional Use impede the normal and orderly
development and improvement of surrounding vacant property for uses
predominant in the area?
a) No. The proposed use is temporary and should have no impact on the ability to
develop surrounding vacant property in the future (although it may make
adjacent properties somewhat less saleable in the near future while the pit is
operating). The site will be restored to its previous condition (except that it will
be lower in elevation).
8) Do adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and other necessary facilities exist or
will they be provided?
a) Yes. All necessary access drives and drainage will be managed and maintained
as part of the project. No public utilities are necessary for the project. A paved
approach was constructed in 2009 to ensure that Ireland Avenue is not damaged
as a result of the haul truck activity.
9) Have adequate measures been taken to provide sufficient off-street parking and
loading space to serve the proposed use?
a) Yes. There will be temporary off-street storage and parking areas on the site
during the project. These will end upon restoration of the pit.
10) Will the use conflict with the Policies Plan of Corinna Township and/or Wright
County?
a) No. The Comprehensive Plan states that the Township should “ensure that
reclamation of any gravel or other mining sites is conducted in a manner which
restores mined areas as quickly as possible and within an appropriate time frame
after the mining area is expanded on the site” and that the Township should
“create an effective means of assuring and mandating compliance with
developed standards and any other site specific conditions which may be
imposed when approvals are granted”. Both issues are addressed in the
Township’s ordinance relating to mining and excavation and the area will be
subject to inspections by the Township.
11) Have adequate measures been taken, or will they be taken, to prevent or control
offensive odor, fumes, dust, noise, and vibration, so that none of these will
constitute a nuisance, and to control lighted signs and other lights in such a
manner that no disturbance to neighboring properties will result?
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a) Yes. While the proposed activities will create some noise, dust and appearance
issues, performance standards required by the ordinance or suggested as specific
conditions of approval by Staff should be enough to minimize any effects.
12) The use will conform to the applicable zoning regulations, including any
dimensional restrictions the regulations may impose on buildings or uses;
a) Yes. Zoning regulations have been met. Several of the zoning requirements relate
to ongoing operations and the eventual closure and reclamation of the pit. These
will be monitored as the pit reaches those points.
13) The use will terminate upon a date or event that can be identified with certainty
and/or clarity.
a) Yes. The interim use permit will expire on December 31, 2016 and need to be
renewed at that time if the pit is to remain open. If the pit does not remain open,
there are specific time frames for when reclamation will need to occur.
14) The use will not impose additional costs on the public if it is necessary for the
public to take the property in the future.
a) Yes. The applicant is required to maintain a performance bond in sufficient
amount to cover the costs of reclamation of the pit, should the applicant not do it
themselves. The current reclamation bond expires in December 2019.
15) The use will be subjected to, by agreement with the property owner, any
conditions that the Town Board deems appropriate in allowing the proposed
interim use, including a condition that the owner will provide an appropriate
surety to cover costs that would be necessary to eliminate the interim use from the
property, including removal of buildings, equipment, restoration of the landscape
to a suitable condition or other appropriate and necessary costs.
a) Yes. A reclamation bond is required as part of the approval.
16) Are there any other conditions which the Planning Commission considers
necessary to protect the best interest of the surrounding area or the community as
a whole?
a) None.
Planning Commission Direction: The Planning Commission may approve the
conditional use request, deny the request, or table the request if the Commission should
need additional information from the applicant. If the Commission should approve or
deny the request, the Commission should state the findings which support either of
these actions.
Staff Comments:
1. The applicant previously submitted a $7,500 bond to cover reclamation costs.
This bond, in at least the same amount, will need to be kept in force as required
by the Township ordinance. They have submitted documentation that the bond
will continue in force for at least 36 months past the expiration of the interim use
permit.
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2. The applicant has been working within an approximate 5 acre area for mining
operations up until this point. The long-term plan for the mining of the property
involves about 16 acres and the rate at which it is mined will depend on market
demand for gravel.
3. The applicant has previously indicated that some used asphalt was brought into
the pit, but is being used only to add material to make Class 5 – not for the
purpose of recycling asphalt.

Planning Commission Direction: The Planning Commission may approve the interim
use request, deny the request, or table the request if the Commission should need
additional information from the applicant. If the Commission should approve or deny
the request, the Commission should state the findings which support either of these
actions.

Staff Recommendation: Staff finds that the conditions for approval of an Interim Use
permit have been met and recommends approval as presented, subject to the following
conditions:
1. The applicant shall maintain their NPDES permit with the MPCA.
2. Activities shall be limited to screening, crushing and stockpiling. Screening and
crushing shall not be conducted on more than 21 days in a calendar year.
3. The applicant shall maintain a minimum separation of five (5) feet to
groundwater at all times on this site.
4. Hours of operation for activities on the site shall not be outside of the hours
between 7:00 am and 7:00 pm.
5. The contractor shall maintain a bond in sufficient amount to assure reclamation
of the site. The bond shall remain in effect until all areas are reclaimed as
required by the Ordinance or as specifically required by the Township. The
minimum amount of the bond must be $5,000 or $1,500 per acre, whichever is
more.
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STAFF REPORT
Application: After-the-fact variance to allow for a 26' x 36' attached garage
approximately 9 feet from a side lot line (min. 15 feet required).
Michael and Tara Staye

Applicant:

Agenda Item: 4(c)
Background Information:



Proposal: The applicants have recently constructed several additions to their home,
including a 26’ x 36’ attached garage. All of the additions were being constructed
without permits. The applicant has since received permits for the roadside and the
lakeside additions (as they meet the required setbacks and other zoning regulations),
but not the attached garage, which does not meet the required side yard setback of
15 feet (the garage is approximately 9 feet from the side lot line).
The home on this lot was placed on the lot in 2009 by the same property owner.
Permits were properly obtained at that time.
The property is served with a mound drainfield. No changes are proposed to that
system.
Also relevant to this application, the MN Supreme Court has had several cases
where they addressed after-the-fact ordinances. In a 1985 case, they urged the
County involved to consider a number of factors specific to after-the-fact requests
when it was sent back to the County for a rehearing. A 2008 case re-affirmed these
criteria as being applicable to after-the-fact variance requests. Staff has consulted
with several attorneys regarding the applicability of these criteria to this application
and no clear answer has been given. Staff is recommending that the factors be
considered because the Supreme Court has affirmed them as being applicable to
after-the-fact variances at least twice and it would seem likely that a Township
decision that did not take them into account could be questioned. The criteria are
listed in the Findings of Fact section of this report along with comments as to how
they might apply to this particular application.



Location:
o Property address: 8813 GRIFFITH AVE NW
o Sec/Twp/Range: 24-121-27
o Parcel number(s): 206058001100



Zoning: R1 - Urban/Rural Transition/S2 - Residential-Recreational Shorelands,
Mink Lake 86-229 (Recreational Development lake)



Lot size: Approx. 25,539 sq ft (0.57 acres) according to provided survey
Existing Impervious Coverage: (prior to 2015 additions)


Buildings: About 1,918 sq ft (7.5%)



Total: About 2,510 sq ft 9.8%)
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Proposed Impervious Coverage: (as currently built)


Buildings: About 3,264 sq ft (12.8%)



Total: About 5,774 sq ft (22.6%)



Septic System Status: The property is served by an existing mound septic system.



Natural Features:



o

Floodplain: The existing and proposed structures are not within an
identified floodplain.

o

Bluff/Steep Slopes: The lot does contain steep slopes (appears to not quite
meet the definition of a bluff), but these are not in the area of the garage.

o

Wetlands: There do not appear to be any wetlands that would impact this
proposal.

Permit History:
o

1982 – Permit for 22’ x 24’ detached garage

o

2009 – Permit to move in a 26’ x 48’ home.

o

2009 – Permit for new mound sewer system

o

2009 – Permit for 14’ x 16’ roadside deck

o

2009 – Permit for 10’ x 12 lakeside deck

o

December 16, 2015 – Stop work order by building inspector for
construction without a permit

o

December 18, 2015 – Permit application for new construction (after-thefact)

Applicable Statutes/Ordinances:
Minnesota Supreme Court
In a 2008 ruling of a case known as “Stadsvold v. Otter Tail County”, the court
addressed an after-the-fact variance request where a house and garage were built closer
to a side lot line than had been approved. In that case, the County had inspected the
construction several times as it was being done and ultimately approved the permit. No
survey had been provided or required as part of the permitting process. It was later
questioned whether the side yard setback was being met and a survey of the lot
indicated that it was not. The Stadsvold’s applied for a variance to leave the house
where it was and were denied.
The Court, as part of their ruling to send the case back to the Otter Tail County Board of
Adjustment for consideration of factors not originally considered, noted that after-thefact variances should consider factors the Supreme Court had previously laid out in a
1985 case known as “Kenney v. Stearns County Board of Adjustment” for after-the-fact
variances. These considerations were:
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1. Appellant acted in good faith;
2. Appellant attempted to comply with the law by obtaining a building permit;
3. The Township’s building permit violated Minn. Stat. 394.33 (1978);
4. Appellant has made a substantial investment in the property;
5. The repairs were completed before appellant was informed of their impropriety;
6. The nature of the property is residential/recreational and not commercial;
7. There are similar structures on the lake;
8. The minimum benefits to the County appear to be far outweighed by the
detriment appellant would suffer if forced to remove his boathouse.
The Minnesota Counties Insurance Trust (MCIT), which represents and provides advice
to counties in legal matters, summarized the criteria set out by the Supreme Court as
follows:
1. The applicant acted in good faith;
2. The applicant attempted to comply with the law by obtaining a building permit;
3. The applicant obtained a permit from another entity that violated the law;
4. The applicant made a substantial investment in the property;
5. The applicant completed the repairs/construction before the applicant was
informed of the impropriety;
6. The nature of property is residential/recreational and not commercial;
7. There are other similar structures on the lake;
8. The minimum benefits to the county appear to be far outweighed by the
detriment appellant would suffer forced to remove the structure.
Minnesota Statutes
462.357 (2011) OFFICIAL CONTROLS: ZONING ORDINANCE.
Subd. 6. Appeals and adjustments.
Appeals to the board of appeals and adjustments may be taken by any
affected person upon compliance with any reasonable conditions imposed by the
zoning ordinance. The board of appeals and adjustments has the following powers
with respect to the zoning ordinance:
(1) To hear and decide appeals where it is alleged that there is an error in any
order, requirement, decision, or determination made by an administrative officer
in the enforcement of the zoning ordinance.
(2) To hear requests for variances from the requirements of the zoning
ordinance including restrictions placed on nonconformities. Variances shall only
be permitted when they are in harmony with the general purposes and intent of
the ordinance and when the variances are consistent with the comprehensive plan.
Variances may be granted when the applicant for the variance establishes that
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there are practical difficulties in complying with the zoning ordinance. "Practical
difficulties," as used in connection with the granting of a variance, means that the
property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner not
permitted by the zoning ordinance; the plight of the landowner is due to
circumstances unique to the property not created by the landowner; and the
variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality. Economic
considerations alone do not constitute practical difficulties. Practical difficulties
include, but are not limited to, inadequate access to direct sunlight for solar
energy systems. Variances shall be granted for earth sheltered construction as
defined in section 216C.06, subdivision 14, when in harmony with the ordinance.
The board of appeals and adjustments or the governing body as the case may be,
may not permit as a variance any use that is not allowed under the zoning
ordinance for property in the zone where the affected person's land is located. The
board or governing body as the case may be, may permit as a variance the
temporary use of a one family dwelling as a two family dwelling. The board or
governing body as the case may be may impose conditions in the granting of
variances. A condition must be directly related to and must bear a rough
proportionality to the impact created by the variance.
Corinna Township/Wright County Regulations
502. APPEALS AND BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
502.4

Findings
(1)

The Board of Adjustment must review variance petitions and consider the
following factors prior to finding that a practical difficulty has been
presented. The applicant must provide a statement of evidence
addressing the following elements to the extent they are relevant to the
applicant’s situation.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

The granting of the variance will be in harmony with the County
Land Use Plan.
The property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable
manner not permitted by an official control.
The plight of the owner is due to circumstances unique to the
property not created by the owner.
The proposal does not alter the essential character of the locality.
The practical difficulty cannot be alleviated by a method other
than a variance; and.
The granting of the variance will not adversely affect the
environmental quality of the area.

The Board of Adjustment may grant a variance if it finds that all of the above factors
have been established. The Board of Adjustment must not approve a variance request
unless the applicant proves all of the above factors and established that there are
practical difficulties in complying with official controls. The burden of proof of these
matters rests completely on the applicant.
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605.

URBAN/RURAL TRANSITIONAL R-1

605.5

Performance Standards
(3)

Side Yard Regulations:
There shall be a minimum side yard of fifteen (15) feet for principal uses
(including attached decks or garages) and ten (10) feet for accessory uses
unless the building is housing livestock, then the setback is 100 feet for
livestock buildings.

Findings of Fact: The following findings of fact are presented by Staff for consideration
by the Board of Adjustment:
1. Will the granting of the variance be in harmony with the general purposes and
intent of the Corinna Township Land Use (Zoning) and/or Subdivision
Ordinance?
Needs discussion: The spirit and intent of the ordinance (lake setback),
according to the DNRs SONAR statement in 1989, is:
The spirit and intent of the ordinance (side yard setback) is to require some space
between buildings and other improvements and the adjacent lot and to maintain
space between structures. Its’ intent is also to maintain consistency from one
property to the next in this setback.
The proposed setback for the house would be closer than appears to be typical
for the neighborhood. Nearby homes and buildings all appear to meet the
required side yard setback of 15 feet for dwellings or attached garages. In order
to build an attached garage that would meet the required setback, the garage
would need to be only about 20 feet wide, instead of the existing 26 ft wide
garage.
2. Will the granting of the variance be consistent with the Corinna Township
Comprehensive Plan?
Needs discussion: The Comprehensive Plan states the following as strategies to
“protect, preserve, and enhance lake water quality”:
o

Require on-site storm water retention and erosion-control plans for all
new lakeshore development and redevelopment of existing sites, to
ensure that storm water runoff is properly managed and treated before
entering surface waters.
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Comment: If the garage is allowed, a stormwater plan to ensure
that water running off the garage towards the neighboring lot
does not negatively impact the neighboring property.
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o

Seek ways to ensure that new development, landscaping, or other
alterations on lakeshore properties preserve and/or provide for the
planting of native trees and shoreline vegetation.


o

Require the use of best management practices as outlined by the
Minnesota DNR, University of Minnesota Extension, or other appropriate
agencies during the development and re-development of all property in
the Township to prevent erosion and sedimentation that eventually
reaches area lakes and wetlands through ditches, direct runoff, or other
means.


o

Comment: The application did not appear to require the removal
of any trees. There is a line of pine trees between the garage and
the buildings on the neighboring property.

Comment: See comments above.

Limit the amount of grading and filling in the shoreland area so as to
minimize the disturbance of soil and prevent erosion.


Comment: It does not appear that any significant grading was
necessary to construct the garage.

3. Is the proposed use of the property reasonable?
Needs discussion. The desire to have an attached garage is reasonable and the
size is not unusual for what is typically seen on residential properties in the area.
However, it would appear reasonable to have a smaller garage so as to eliminate
or reduce the degree of variance needed.
4. Is the plight of the landowner due to circumstances unique to the property not
created by the landowner?
Needs discussion. The need for the variances is due largely to the location of the
existing house (built in 2009) and the relatively small space (20 feet) that exists to
attach a garage while still meeting the required 15 ft setback.
5. Will the variance, if granted, alter the essential character of the locality?
Needs discussion. While there are other homes and garages in the immediate
area that are similar in size to the proposed dwelling, the structures on those lots
appear to mostly, if not entirely, meet the required side yard setbacks. Still, the
garage as built does not appear to significantly change the general character of
the area outside of its closeness to the side lot line.
6. Are economic considerations the only reason the applicant cannot meet the strict
requirements of the ordinance?
Needs discussion. The need for the variance is due to other factors mentioned in
#4 above, although it would be possible to have a narrower garage that would
meet setbacks.
7. Could the practical difficulty be alleviated by a feasible method other than a
variance (taking into account economic considerations)?
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Needs discussion: It appears the applicant could reduce the width of the garage
so as to meet the setback. This would require about a 20 ft wide garage at most.
8. Will the granting of the variance adversely affect the environmental quality of the
area?
No. The proposal would place more building coverage in close proximity to the
side lot line, but it meets the required setbacks to the lake and road and overall
building and impervious coverage limits will be met. As such, the garage should
not have any effect on environmental quality exceeding what would be expected
from any residential lot.
Additional Considerations for ‘After-the-Fact’ Variance Requests:
1. The applicant acted in good faith;
Arguments for: The applicant states that he understood that he did not need to
obtain permits for the work – apparently from talking with other residents in the
area.
Arguments against: The applicant obtained permits to build/move in the house
on the lot in 2009 and thus should have known that permits were necessary (or at
least could be necessary).
2. The applicant attempted to comply with the law by obtaining a building permit;
No. The applicant did not apply for a building permit until they were issued a
stop work order by the building inspector.
3. The applicant obtained a permit from another entity that violated the law;
No. The applicant did not appear to try and obtain a permit from any other
entity.
4. The applicant made a substantial investment in the property;
Yes. The applicant has clearly made an investment in the property in that they
have already constructed the attached garage. Whether this is considered a
substantial investment or not should be discussed by the Board. It appears that
no additional construction has been completed since they discovered that they
were not meeting the required side yard setback.
5. The applicant completed the repairs/construction before the applicant was
informed of the impropriety;
Yes. The garage was essentially finished at the time they received the stop work
order. Only some siding and other minor work appears to be left to complete.
6. The nature of property is residential/recreational and not commercial;
The use of the property is residential.
7. There are other similar structures on the lake;
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Arguments for: There are numerous other structures on Mink Lake that do not
meet side yard setback requirements.
Arguments against: While other properties on the lake have structures not
meeting side yard setback requirements, this is usually due to very limited lot
sizes. This particular property has room to be able to meet the side yard setback
required with a 20 ft wide garage. Further, the structures on neighboring
properties on either side of the subject property for some distance do meet side
yard setback requirements and thus it is not typical in the immediate area for
homes to not meet the required side yard setback.
8. The minimum benefits to the Township appear to be far outweighed by the
detriment appellant would suffer forced to remove the structure.
The costs to the landowner would be in removing all or a portion of the nowbuilt garage so that it meets the required setback. The Township’s concern would
primarily have to do with setting a precedent where people understand that they
are better off building a nonconforming structure and asking for it to remain
than coming to the Township ahead of time to ensure they are meeting the
requirements of the applicable ordinances.
Board of Adjustment Direction: The Board of Adjustment may approve the variance
request, deny the request(s), or table the request(s) if the Board should need additional
information from the applicant. If the Board should approve or deny the request, the
Board should state the findings which support either of these actions.
Staff Recommendation: Based on the findings of fact noted above, Staff cannot
recommend approval of the requested variance as presented. Structures are supposed to
obtain the necessary permits and ensure compliance with applicable regulations prior to
building and allowing an after-the-fact variance when it would have been possible to
build a reasonably sized garage on the property would set a troublesome precedent for
the Township.
If the application or some version of the application is approved, Staff would
recommend consideration for the following conditions of approval (or tabling of the
application to allow for review of revised plans consistent with the following):
1. That the garage be reduced in size so that the outside wall of the garage meets
the required setback. The only structure that is to be allowed is a lean-to
supported by posts.
2. The applicant shall submit a permanent stormwater management plan designed
to minimize the potential for water running off the roof of the garage onto the
neighboring property in a way that would negatively impact the neighbor.
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